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Currently, my group has two primary focus areas, the first being the profiling and analyses of
human disease samples to enable development of therapeutics targeting dysregulated
immunity in autoimmune disease, chronic kidney diseases and solid organ transplantation.
We do so by application of multi-omics profiling and analyses, partnering with clinicians and
bioinformaticians to improve our understanding of complex disease biology. In addition, we
investigate the biochemical, molecular and cellular outcomes downstream of the CD40CD154 immune co-stimulatory patwhay, as well as the link between the expression and
activation of this pathway on various cell types in the pathology of different diseases, notably
primary Sjogren’s syndrome and systemic lupus erythematosus. Previous work has shown
that CD40-CD154 dependent interactions between T and B cells are crucial for a wide variety
of disease-relevant immune functions, and my group has generated and characterized a
pathway blocking, non-depleting anti-CD40 antibody (CFZ533) currently in clinical
development for allograft transplantation and autoimmune disease.
Recent data indicate that recombinant CD154 is rapidly internalized upon binding CD40,

raising the notion that internalization of CD40 may be coupled to signaling downstream of this
receptor, a notion supported by recent in-house genome-wide CRISPR screen data. Currently
there is minimal published evidence providing a detailed biochemical and molecular
understanding of the relationship between CD40 internalization and endocytic trafficking and
downstream pathway signaling. We are therefore very interested in exploring the relationship
between internalization of different CD40 ligands, and how this relates to their intracellular fate
and subsequent downstream pathway signaling. We have developed a variety of in vitro and
in vivo tools to enable this research and the lab is equipped with state-of-the-art flow
cytometry, imaging and molecular technologies as well as expertize in CRISPR, immunology
and translational research.
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